
Run No: 2147 

Date: 24-Nov-2019 

Venue: The Queens Head, 30 High Street, Needingworth 

Hares:  Pedro & Imelda 

Scribe: Shamcock 

Before the ‘Off’ the problem was getting there...The A14 was 
closed. Actually the detour via Streatham and Earith was really 
quite pleasant. The Fens at their best on a cold, clear day. 

GM Klinger, somewhat blurred after his 80th birthday bash at the 
Bloo Moon the night before gave up on his effort to find the 
correct box of Hash Scribe Names and finding mine in a fold of 
his pockets made an executive decision, so here I am cuppa in 
hand and memory cranking into gear.... 

Before he could call us to order and get the hares into the circle 
(read: undisciplined, babbling rabble) Slaphead produced from 
his hidden pocket Klinger’s very own Very Old Fart T-Shirt 
featuring, of course, a rampant and very WELSH red dragon... 

Pedro then said, “It’s that way and expect 11-12 MILES....and 
there is a drinks stop”.... 

This Scribe led the pack out and promptly screwed up the first 
check. Pedro was obviously ill advised to lay the trail eastwards 
into a moonscape of sandpits, huge diggers, conveyor belts and 
duck filled ponds and lakes...if he had laid it left there was a 
loverly muddy and wooded trail...we had to wait for about 7 miles 
of ankle busting and skiddy shiggy tracks before we found a trail 
as good as that unused one.... 

The pack was saved by a significant and local geographic 
feature..The River Great Ouse which stopped him laying the trail 
all the way to Earith and beyond. The Brownshill Staunch (a wall 
of strong or firm construction) and Sluice stopped the front 
runners, namely Wrong Way, Hold it For Me, Legover and 
offspring from going further east (although Wrong Way, true to 
his name did try that to no avail). 



So back we went westwards only to find that we had gone so far 
east that we had, without knowing, crossed into the Eastern 
Hemisphere. So from the Greenwich Meridian the trail was a 
steady, slippery slog back to the wrong pub, the Pike and Eel. 
SHIT !! 

All was not lost, another mile of mud led us to a smiling Imelda 
managing a huge food stop...I only saw Antar drink any of the 
Belgian beer..The gluhvein and port, mince pies, Quality Street, 
Mars Bars, Twix and sausage rolls were superb! 

Kermit, Only me and a gaggle of other walkers had all had a weird 
experience becoming ultimately confused by the Greenwich 
Meridian and walking backwards thru the eighth dimension to 
eventually arrive at the food supply depot from the west, NOT 
from the east....Not one amongst them knew how that had 
happened....we shall leave that as a complete mystery. 

The pub : Excellent and friendly. 

The Circle: Perked up a bit later on. 

The weather: Just got colder. 

The Pack: Fed and beered, the muddy pack sang down down 
songs very badly, and slithered back home for a hot bath.... 

 


